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Student Robotics 

I was expecting to find Student Robotics in abundance at ISTE, especially on the exhibition floor. 

Even with this expectation, though, I was a bit overwhelmed by how this area has grown and how many 

new offerings are now available, with even more promised to be released soon. 

 

Borrowing Richard’s tagline, one is on firm ground seeing this as The Year of Student Robotics. 

Although I see no end of this exploding trend in sight, this body of resource and instructional practice 

has evolved to become a hyper-rich way to provide deep STEAM learning experiences, an approach 

that I predict will soon be offered by absolutely every school. How could they responsibly ignore it? 

 

Deciding which approach, which way to fit it into the instructional program, and which varieties of 

materials to select, however – will take some ‘catch up’ as there is such an abundance of high-quality 

offerings to navigate. 

 

Let’s begin right here, right now, though! Some of the exciting things I saw this year: 

 

As part of the long admired PITSCO Education body of resources, Smart Buddies (to be formally 

released this coming September) was the first robotics item to grab my attention and shake me up a bit 

(in the best possible way, of course.) Not what I was expecting to find at ISTE, but so wonderful – this 

is a very appealing programmable robot, actually a small robot scooter on which a variety of action 

figures ride. But this resource has a powerful, beyond-just-STEM purpose. 

 

I was won over quickly by Sharmi Albrechtson’s (CEO of SmartGurlz) as she ran down this 

breakthrough concept for me. The Smart Buddies: Teaching Everyone to Code program is designed to 

support students in better understanding and embracing diversity in the world in which they are 

growing up. The kits come with female and male figures of diverse backgrounds and cultures. Through 

identifying with these and programming the robots, students learn Coding and related STEM 

curriculum as well as being immersed in Social Emotional Learning and their diverse world. I can see 

how this will guarantee an important shift needed to encourage more girls – actually, kids of many 

demographics not historically successfully engaged in STEM – to embrace computer science and 

engineering and its applications. There are also deep connections to Literacy (here we go with that 

theme again) as students use the kits to program for important storytelling-based activities. 
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